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Position: UI -UX Designer
Experience- up to 10 Years
Compensation- Best in Industry
Open Positions – 1
Location- Gurugram

Eligibility Requirements:
1. Bachelor’s degree in relevant field.
2. Excellent interpersonal and communication skills. Ability to discuss and explain design options.
3. 7+ years of relevant experience role working on Adobe range of products including Sketch, Adobe
XD, Photoshop, Illustrator, Aftereffects, and Dreamweaver.
4. Good experience in video presentation and animation
5. 5-7 years of experience with responsive HTML5 & CSS
6. Experience in UI design portfolio, Knowledge of Usability Factors in Human Computer Interaction.

Job Description & Responsibilities:
1. Administration and troubleshooting of Red hat 7and above & Ubuntu 18,20 and above.
2. Create user-centred designs by understanding business requirements, the voice of the customer,
user journeys, customer feedback, and usability findings.
3. Quickly and iteratively create user flows, wireframes, prototypes, low and high-fidelity mock-ups.
4. Ensure the voice of the customer is present by incorporating customer feedback, usage metrics,
and usability findings into design.
5. Know how to use prototyping tools such as Sketch, XD, Zeplin, Invision, or equivalent
6. plan and implement new designs, Optimize existing user interface designs.
7. Create prototypes for new product ideas, user research, Illustrate design ideas using storyboards,
process flows and sitemaps.
8. Develop UI mock-ups and prototypes that clearly illustrate how sites, Android and iOS function and
look like
9. Prepare and present rough drafts to internal teams and key stakeholders, Identify and troubleshoot
UX problems (e.g. responsiveness), Conduct layout adjustments based on user feedback, Adhere
to style standards on fonts, colours and images.
About Company
Biocube Metrics Pvt. Ltd. is 100% subsidiary company of USA parent which is part of the large, diversified
business group with interests in investment banking (www.euromaxcapital.com), green energy
(www.sunwaysglobal.com), homeland security (www.eirenesystems.com), mining, trading etc. globally
Biocube has been emerged as internationally recognised and rapidly growing brand during last 5+ Years
with its offices in USA, India and around the globe.
Biocube has successfully developed a proprietary Computer Vision, AI & multi model Biometric technology
platform for which it has filed patent in USA.
E-Mail: career@biocube.ai / Contact Number: 0124-4420107 www.biocube.ai
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